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The Segment class represents a body segment defined by an AR marker position and orientation provided by any augmented reality framework, e.g. AprilTag AR marker tracking (downloadable from: https://april.eecs.umich.edu/software/apriltag) The Marker class represents a virtual anatomical point that belongs to a certain body segment through its segmentID variable which refer to the index of the corresponding segment in an array of body segments that defines our biomechanical model. The local coordinates refer to the anatomical point coordinates respect to the AR marker centered moving reference frame attached to the corresponding body segment where the anatomical point is defined and moves rigidly together with the segment. The global coordinates of the anatomical points refer to their positions defined in the external reference frame (e.g. camera optical center point) in which the movement of the segments (AR markers) are defined and tracked. This global position is calculated through homogeneous coordinate transformation. RotMatrices is a helper class that performs matrix operations with rotation matrices for calculating homogeneous coordinate transformation. In this class the ZXZ rotational convention is applied with respect to the order of the rotation axes. During the moment of calibration of anatomical points the instantaneous global coordinates of the anatomical point are given by the calibration point of the calibration wand which in this practice acts as a special segment. (In the recording this must be performed when -after palpation -the calibration point is aligned to the calibrated anatomical point of the subject.) The local coordinates of the calibration wand is known as by design, thus the calibration point can always be calculated. From the instantaneous global coordinates of the anatomical point (given by the calibration point) and the actually tracked coordinates and orientation of the segment the local coordinates of the anatomical point relative to the tracked segment is calculated in the UpdateLocalCoordinates function. 
